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1 Overview

The problem of finding Nash equilibria is one of the fundamental problems
in Algorithmic Game Theory, and has made a nice connection between Game
Theory and Computer Science [9]. While Nash [10] introduced the concept
of Nash equilibrium and proved every game has a mixed Nash equilibrium,
finding a Nash equilibrium in reasonable time seems to be essential. The Nash
equilibrium can be used as a basic equilibrium concept, only if it is efficiently
computable such that it can be used for predicting the outcome of a real-world
game. This highlights the role of computer scientists in this area which aim
to design efficient algorithms for finding Nash equilibria of various games (see,
e.g., [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7]). In this study, we followed this line of research and
to understand the polynomial-time algorithms for finding Nash equilibria of a
broad range of zero-sum games.

In a dueling game, which was initiated by [8] (STOC 2011), two competi-
tors try to design an algorithm for an optimization problem with an element
of uncertainty, and the winner is the player who better solves the optimization
problem.

2 Problem Definition

Formally, dueling games are two player zero-sum games with a set of strategies
X, a set of possible situations Ω, a probability distribution p over Ω, and a cost
function c : X×Ω→ R that defines the cost measure for each player based on
her strategy and the element of uncertainty. The payoff of each player is defined
as the probability that she beats her opponent minus the the probability that
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she is beaten. More precisely the utility function is defined as

hA(x, y) = −hB(x, y) = Pr
ω∼p

[c(x,ω) < c(y,ω)] − Pr
ω∼p

[c(x,ω) > c(y,ω)]

where x and y are strategies for player A and B respectively.
In the following there are two dueling games mentioned in [8].
Binary search tree duel. In the Binary search tree duel, there is a set

of elements Ω and a probability distribution p over Ω. Each player is going to
construct a binary search tree containing the elements of Ω. Strategy x beats
strategy y for element ω ∈ Ω if and only if the path from ω to the root in x is
shorter than the path from ω to the root in y. Thus, the set of strategies X is
the set of all binary search trees with elements of Ω, and c(x,ω) is defined to
be the depth of element ω in strategy x.

Ranking duel. In the Ranking duel, there is a set of m pages Ω, and a
probability distribution p over Ω, notifying the probability that each page is
going to be searched. In the Ranking duel, two search engines compete against
each other. Each search engine has to provide a permutation of these pages,
and a player beats the other if page ω comes earlier in her permutation. Hence,
set of strategies X is all m! permutations of the pages and for permutation
x = (x1, x2, . . . , xm) and page ω, c(x,ω) = i iff ω = xi.

3 Finding a Nash equilibrium

They first introduce a set of dueling games called bilinear dueling games, then
provide an approach to find a Nash equilibrium in such games. Afterwards,
by reducing some dueling games to bilinear dueling games they find the Nash
equilibrium in those games.

3.1 Bilinear Dueling Games

Bilinear dueling games are the games in which each strategy x̂ of Player A is a
n(A) dimensional point in Euclidean space. Let SA be the convex hull of these
strategy points and each point in SA is a mixed strategy for player A. Similarly
define strategy ŷ, n(B), and SB for player B. Moreover, utility function hA(x̂, ŷ)
is of the form x̂tMŷ where M is a n(A) × n(B) matrix. Again for player B,
hB(x̂, ŷ) = −hA(x̂, ŷ).

Immorlica et al.[8] provided a method for finding an equilibrium of a class
of bilinear games which is defined as follows:

Definition 1 Polynomially-representable bilinear dueling games: A bilinear du-
eling game is polynomially representable if one can present the convex hull of
strategies SA and SB with m polynomial linear constraints, i.e. there are m vec-
tors {v1, v2, . . . , vm} and m real numbers {b1, b2, . . . , bm} such that SA = {x̂ ∈
Rn(A)|∀i ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,m}, vi.x̂ ≥ bi}. Similarly SB = {ŷ ∈ Rn(B)|∀i ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,m ′}, v ′i.ŷ ≥
b ′
i}.
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3.2 Reduction

For the reduction, they provide the following four step approach:

1. Find an efficient function which transfers each strategy x to a point x̂ in
n(A) dimensional space

2. Find a payoff matrix M such that the payoff of the game where players
have strategies x̂ and ŷ is x̂tMŷ, denoting that payoff is a bilinear function.

3. Find a polynomial set of hyperplanes which represents the feasible space
of strategy points.

4. A randomized rounding algorithm to transfer the strategy point back to
a mixed strategy in the original space.

3.3 Finding an equilibrium of the bilinear game

This is an instance of a zero-sum game where players’ strategy spaces are subject
to further linear constraints (about the expectation). The standard method is
to turn the max-min problem into a max-max linear program by taking the dual
of the inner minimization.
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